Roger wireless solutions for work
TM

Reasonable Accommodation funding

Even the most sophisticated hearing aids have limitations. This is no more apparent than the challenging listening environment
of the modern workplace. The Roger portfolio consists of wireless microphones and receivers. They pick up the speaker’s voice
and transmit it to receivers connected to your hearing aid or directly in some cases, so you can hear speech clearly over distance
and noise.

Roger microphones
*Roger iN microphones have capacity to install Roger receivers directly into several Phonak hearing aids
with no need for external receivers.
Roger Table Mic II/iN

Roger Select™/iN

Roger Pen™/iN

Designed for meetings; several microphones can be connected to cover large
meetings.

A versatile microphone which
automatically selects the person
who is talking and with Bluetooth®
for phone calls.

A handy microphone with
portable design and Bluetooth
for phone calls.

*both traditional and iN Roger mics are available

Universal Roger receivers
Roger X

Roger MyLink

Universial miniature receiver.

Neck loop receiver for hearing aids or implants with
a telecoil.

Situations
Situations with background noise or where the sound source is at a distance are ones where Roger truly excels:
Small meetings

Large meetings

Meetings with presenters

Small meetings can be overwhelming for
people wearing hearing aids. Place one microphone on the meeting table and hear your
colleagues clearly.

In large meetings multiple Roger Table Mic II
will do an excellent job picking up all voices.

When the presenter wears a Roger microphone that works with the table microphone
you can hear the speech clearly from all
participants.

One-on-one conversation in noise

Multimedia

Phone calls

When surrounded by distracting noise hang
a Roger microphone around your colleague’s
neck or clip it on to the collar.

Video conferencing systems and Internet calls
are frequently used at work. Simply connect
your Roger microphone, using the audio cable.

By connecting Roger Pen or Roger Select to
your phone via Bluetooth you can hear phone
calls directly through your hearing aids or
implants.

Foundations for reimbursement
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 or ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits discrimination based on disability.
Workplace accommodations, including assistive listening devices, like Roger, are granted upon employee request.

How can I get funding for Roger?
1) Determine which Roger Solution is best:
With your audiologist or through the
EasyGuide.phonakpro.com, describe your work
environment so you can get the accommodation that
helps you thrive at work.
2) Ask your audiologist to use a trial of that Roger device:
If you can try the Roger out in the real-world, this will
help you understand how it will help you.
3) Download a templated request letter at:
www.morethanahearingaid.com/ada
In a letter to your human resources or line manager,
request the accommodation you’ve been prescribed.

** Be sure to include a copy of recent audiological results,
along with the Roger device recommendation of your
audiologist
4) Set up the fitting appointment with your audiologist.
5) After the employer agrees to your accommodation, you
may need another appointment with your audiologist.
If not, be sure that your employer gets a copy of the
invoice to pay.
**You can even provide your employer information about
possible tax incentives. These resources are available at
www.morethanahearingaid.com/ada

